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With the rapid development of the computer and network technology, it is 
necessary to perform Enterprise Information System (EIS) to adapt the international 
competition, every company need the EIS to improve the management level and 
make materiel, capital, information flow more suitable. Insurance Business is a kind 
of financial service industries, which develops rapidly in our country. But these 
Insurance Company are facing more and more problems. Insurance brokers make 
money by sale Insurance Contract, and Insurance Company make money by extract 
Commission from Insurance Contract sold by Insurance brokers. In order to make 
profit, Insurance Company must expand quickly. And the Premise of large-scale 
expand is to have a work well Business background. This Business background can 
reduce Operating costs and improve efficiency. It can provide support for Insurance 
brokers, and can provide supports for leaders to make decision. So Insurance 
Company must perform EIS, and the Operation Management System is the first one to 
implement, because operation is the reason and style of the insurance company to 
develop. 
The  EIS  could  be  a  very  complex  system,  and  B/S  mode  is  the  common  
technology  of  the  EIS  of  our  country.  Java2  Platform  Enterprise  Edition  (J2EE)  is  
based on Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) component, and supports many technologies. It 
is a platform which is independent, highly available, secure, reliable and scalable 
server-side  architecture  to  meet  the  requirement  of  EIS  at  the  base  of  internet.  It  is  
easy to build multilayer Java applications by separating the different logic and so has 
been widely used in enterprise computing.  
The system architecture of Operation Management System based on J2EE is 
emphasis in this paper. First, based on the development status of insurance and its 
information system, it is an introduction in detail about J2EE, MVC, EJB and Spring 
to prepare the technology of system realization, and then to analyze the requirement 
of the system and its performance, bring forward the system architecture. Then it uses 
the MVC mode to partition the Java Application into some independent layers, which 














describe the detail design and realization of the function module. And in the end, it put 
forwards an analysis of the system. 
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